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10.  Hoop Sticky stabilizer in the 8x12 hoop again.  Follows the same order as the foot section.  10.  Hoop Sticky stabilizer in the 8x12 hoop again.  Follows the same order as the foot section.  10.  Hoop Sticky stabilizer in the 8x12 hoop again.  Follows the same order as the foot section.  10.  Hoop Sticky stabilizer in the 8x12 hoop again.  Follows the same order as the foot section.  
First is the placement for the batting.  After batting is cut and sticky is exposed a placement First is the placement for the batting.  After batting is cut and sticky is exposed a placement First is the placement for the batting.  After batting is cut and sticky is exposed a placement First is the placement for the batting.  After batting is cut and sticky is exposed a placement 
stitch for the green section of the stocking. Cut only the bottom of the green fabric leaving at stitch for the green section of the stocking. Cut only the bottom of the green fabric leaving at stitch for the green section of the stocking. Cut only the bottom of the green fabric leaving at stitch for the green section of the stocking. Cut only the bottom of the green fabric leaving at 
least 1x2” around the top and sides.least 1x2” around the top and sides.least 1x2” around the top and sides.least 1x2” around the top and sides.    
11.11.11.11.     Do the same to the bottom red portion of the stocking except cut only the top leaving at  Do the same to the bottom red portion of the stocking except cut only the top leaving at  Do the same to the bottom red portion of the stocking except cut only the top leaving at  Do the same to the bottom red portion of the stocking except cut only the top leaving at 

least 1/2”  around the sides and bottom.least 1/2”  around the sides and bottom.least 1/2”  around the sides and bottom.least 1/2”  around the sides and bottom.    
12.12.12.12.     Continue  the design following appliqué procedures for the llama neck, head and for the  Continue  the design following appliqué procedures for the llama neck, head and for the  Continue  the design following appliqué procedures for the llama neck, head and for the  Continue  the design following appliqué procedures for the llama neck, head and for the 

nose and hat.nose and hat.nose and hat.nose and hat.    
13.13.13.13.     After the red lights are finished sewing there will be a gray placement line.  This line is to  After the red lights are finished sewing there will be a gray placement line.  This line is to  After the red lights are finished sewing there will be a gray placement line.  This line is to  After the red lights are finished sewing there will be a gray placement line.  This line is to 

place the foot portion previously set aside.  Line up the cut line on the top of the foot place the foot portion previously set aside.  Line up the cut line on the top of the foot place the foot portion previously set aside.  Line up the cut line on the top of the foot place the foot portion previously set aside.  Line up the cut line on the top of the foot 
matching  up stitch and yellow cutting lines.  Tape into place.  matching  up stitch and yellow cutting lines.  Tape into place.  matching  up stitch and yellow cutting lines.  Tape into place.  matching  up stitch and yellow cutting lines.  Tape into place.      

14.14.14.14.     There will be a tie down to hold in place.  This is the time to make adjustments if needed.  There will be a tie down to hold in place.  This is the time to make adjustments if needed.  There will be a tie down to hold in place.  This is the time to make adjustments if needed.  There will be a tie down to hold in place.  This is the time to make adjustments if needed.     
15.15.15.15.      Finish the rest of the embroidery.    Finish the rest of the embroidery.    Finish the rest of the embroidery.    Finish the rest of the embroidery.      
16.16.16.16.      Remove from hoop and cut along the yellow stitches 1/4” from your stitching line making   Remove from hoop and cut along the yellow stitches 1/4” from your stitching line making   Remove from hoop and cut along the yellow stitches 1/4” from your stitching line making   Remove from hoop and cut along the yellow stitches 1/4” from your stitching line making 

your seam allowance.  When you come to the joint area, fold the foot portion up away and cut  your seam allowance.  When you come to the joint area, fold the foot portion up away and cut  your seam allowance.  When you come to the joint area, fold the foot portion up away and cut  your seam allowance.  When you come to the joint area, fold the foot portion up away and cut  
excess.   excess.   excess.   excess.       
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17. Take the stocking and lay it on the stabilizer and trace around making a full 17. Take the stocking and lay it on the stabilizer and trace around making a full 17. Take the stocking and lay it on the stabilizer and trace around making a full 17. Take the stocking and lay it on the stabilizer and trace around making a full 
pattern.pattern.pattern.pattern.    
18.  Cut three in total out of the fusible stabilizer.  It is important that the 18.  Cut three in total out of the fusible stabilizer.  It is important that the 18.  Cut three in total out of the fusible stabilizer.  It is important that the 18.  Cut three in total out of the fusible stabilizer.  It is important that the 
third is cut with the sticky side would be a mirror image of the stocking .  This third is cut with the sticky side would be a mirror image of the stocking .  This third is cut with the sticky side would be a mirror image of the stocking .  This third is cut with the sticky side would be a mirror image of the stocking .  This 
will be the back of the stocking.  will be the back of the stocking.  will be the back of the stocking.  will be the back of the stocking.      
19.19.19.19.      Iron on the three stabilizer to the fabric for the back and the two lining   Iron on the three stabilizer to the fabric for the back and the two lining   Iron on the three stabilizer to the fabric for the back and the two lining   Iron on the three stabilizer to the fabric for the back and the two lining 

fabrics.fabrics.fabrics.fabrics.    
20.20.20.20.      Cut out all three.  Cut out all three.  Cut out all three.  Cut out all three.    
21.21.21.21.     Next cut a 1.5”x5” piece for the hanger Next cut a 1.5”x5” piece for the hanger Next cut a 1.5”x5” piece for the hanger Next cut a 1.5”x5” piece for the hanger    
22.22.22.22.      Fold in half length wise and finger press.  Then open up and fold the   Fold in half length wise and finger press.  Then open up and fold the   Fold in half length wise and finger press.  Then open up and fold the   Fold in half length wise and finger press.  Then open up and fold the 

long side to the middle on both sides meeting in the middle then fold the long side to the middle on both sides meeting in the middle then fold the long side to the middle on both sides meeting in the middle then fold the long side to the middle on both sides meeting in the middle then fold the 
raw edges in.raw edges in.raw edges in.raw edges in.    

23.23.23.23.     Stitch down both sides of the now tab.  Fold the tab in half and baste  Stitch down both sides of the now tab.  Fold the tab in half and baste  Stitch down both sides of the now tab.  Fold the tab in half and baste  Stitch down both sides of the now tab.  Fold the tab in half and baste 
into place just beneath the stitch line at the top left corner of the stock-into place just beneath the stitch line at the top left corner of the stock-into place just beneath the stitch line at the top left corner of the stock-into place just beneath the stitch line at the top left corner of the stock-
inginginging    

24.24.24.24.      Take the back and front with right sides together sew across the top   Take the back and front with right sides together sew across the top   Take the back and front with right sides together sew across the top   Take the back and front with right sides together sew across the top 
1/4” on the stitch line or just to the left, I moved my needle over to the 1/4” on the stitch line or just to the left, I moved my needle over to the 1/4” on the stitch line or just to the left, I moved my needle over to the 1/4” on the stitch line or just to the left, I moved my needle over to the 
left just a smidge.  Repeat for the lining.  left just a smidge.  Repeat for the lining.  left just a smidge.  Repeat for the lining.  left just a smidge.  Repeat for the lining.      

25.25.25.25.     Open up both stocking and lining.  Lay right side together. Lining up the  Open up both stocking and lining.  Lay right side together. Lining up the  Open up both stocking and lining.  Lay right side together. Lining up the  Open up both stocking and lining.  Lay right side together. Lining up the 
top seams.  Pin as needed.top seams.  Pin as needed.top seams.  Pin as needed.top seams.  Pin as needed.    

26.26.26.26.      Starting on the lining stitch around the entire area using a 1/4” seam al-  Starting on the lining stitch around the entire area using a 1/4” seam al-  Starting on the lining stitch around the entire area using a 1/4” seam al-  Starting on the lining stitch around the entire area using a 1/4” seam al-
lowance.  Making sure the include that stitch line in your seam allowance so lowance.  Making sure the include that stitch line in your seam allowance so lowance.  Making sure the include that stitch line in your seam allowance so lowance.  Making sure the include that stitch line in your seam allowance so 
it doesn’t show on the front.  Leave opening to turn.  it doesn’t show on the front.  Leave opening to turn.  it doesn’t show on the front.  Leave opening to turn.  it doesn’t show on the front.  Leave opening to turn.      

27.27.27.27.      Clip seams at curves and turn right sides out.  Close opening  and hand   Clip seams at curves and turn right sides out.  Close opening  and hand   Clip seams at curves and turn right sides out.  Close opening  and hand   Clip seams at curves and turn right sides out.  Close opening  and hand 
or machine stitch closed.  or machine stitch closed.  or machine stitch closed.  or machine stitch closed.      

28.28.28.28.      Push lining into the inside.  Hang by the fireplace and wait for Santa!  Push lining into the inside.  Hang by the fireplace and wait for Santa!  Push lining into the inside.  Hang by the fireplace and wait for Santa!  Push lining into the inside.  Hang by the fireplace and wait for Santa!    


